
A working class hero is something to be...

Hagström's music education and class struggles, cultural capital and democracy 
in Swedish music education from the 1940s to the 1970s.1

The most horrid and idiotic thing that has been invented in the world history's span 
of millions of year, the lowest the human brain has been able to figure out – is the 
accordion. […] When I hear the sound, I get associations to a drunken farmhand 
spitting tobacco. […] Do not lure young people into the accordion trap. […] The 
accordion should be exterminated. 2

Accordions were the instruments to hate or love throughout large parts of the 20th century: 
Indifference was impossible if you lived in Scandinavia. Debate raged in the Swedish public media 
in the 1960s about the value of accordion music. At that time, accordions and accordion based 
dance music had been the most popular genre in Sweden for several decades (SOU 1967). As 
accordion based popular music became more and more visible in the media, irritation grew among 
the cultural establishment. The increasing popularity of accordion based music was perceived as 
threatening to the musical taste of the Swedish people, and combined with the decreasing popularity 
of contemporary classical music, this set off  alarm bells within the cultural establishment. 

In this article, I aim to investigate how the status struggles besetting the music company 
Hagström's3 music education can be understood through the use of the French sociologist Pierre 
Bourdieu's theory of symbolic capital. Through investigating the status struggles surrounding 
Hagström, the symbolic capital of other music educational enterprises will necessarily be 
understood in relation to how society regards Hagström’s music education. The status of Hagström 
will, as such, be analyzed in the music educational field and therefore also affect the view of the 
field as a whole. The results will also be discussed in relation to democracy as understood by the 
pragmatist philosopher John Dewey.

The method was designed to gain access to the relevance that Hagström's music education had had 
to the lives of individuals. I chose to find and interview people who had somehow been involved in 
Hagström's music education. Their stories about Hagström’s music education were important in 
order to understand the impact that Hagström had on people’s lives: stories of people in social 
contexts; tales about people struggling to play music in certain social settings with particular frames 
and preconditions. One such story is presented in this article through the theoretical lens of 
Bourdieu: A story of symbolic fights over music educational values. The data consisted of 
interviews with 11 people who had been involved as teachers, shop-keepers, pupils, administrators, 
or a combination of these. In Hagström's offices in Älvdalen I gained access to large quantities of 
press clippings and I was also given approved access to press clippings in Magnusson's possession 
in Växjö. These, along with sources from Hagström's archive in Ludvika, and the relevant volumes 
of periodicals regarding folkbildning and education, were analysed through mapping them into a 
huge electronic mind map4.

1 The presented study builds on a larger PhD project, defended on the 5th of June 2009 (Thorgersen 2009) on 
Hagström's music education which was performed on a pragmatist foundation, "influenced by the theories of John 
Dewey.  This article shares the same empirical data but is analysed through a Bourdieuan theoretical framework 
with a different aim than in the thesis. 

2  Sten Broman in Voices in Radio TV [Röster i radio TV] number 48 1961 
3   Hagström is the name of the founder Albin Hagström, his son Karl Erik Hagström, as well as the name of the 

company. To avoid confusion I consequently use full names when I refer to the persons and just Hagström when 
referring to the company.

4 The mind map software can be found at http://cmap.ihmc.us



The establishing of Hagström
The time span described in this article, the 1940s to the 1970s, was a period of  huge change in 
Nordic music education. At the dawn of the forties, someone with the desire to learn to play an 
instrument in Sweden was not spoilt for choice. You could be content with singing lessons held in 
compulsory schools, you could find a private teacher, or you could teach yourself until you were 
good enough to be allowed into the Royal Academy of Music or a private higher institute of music 
education. The forties changed this by the introduction of three new players onto the music 
educational scene: The folkbildning5 study associations that allowed practical study circles6, some 
prequels to what would eventually become  municipal music schools (Gustafsson 2000; Persson 
2001) and, from the year 1946, Hagström's music schools. 

Albin Hagström started his own company in 1921, when he was only 16 years old. Two years later 
he began selling imported accordions by mail order before starting up his own company, Hagström, 
building a factory for their own accordion production in 1932. This was the start of a company that 
was to develop into the biggest Nordic chain of retail music shops, from the time when they opened 
their first shop in Oslo in 1928 to the end of their days in 1983.  They also controlled most of the 
musical instrument import business from the mid forties. During the fifties and sixties, they had 
shops in all the Nordic countries as well as in Germany, factories in Sweden, Denmark, Norway, 
England and the USA, and they sold accordions to large parts of the world. Albin Hagström had a 
nose for business, and when the development of the Swedish accordion market slowed down he 
decided it was time for a change. The shops, as well as the main office in the small county of 
Älvdalen, had received several requests for beginner’s courses on playing the accordion. As an 
aspiring accordionist, there were no organised choices for learning, something which had led to a 
great number of accordions being sold, tried and never used because it was so difficult. Hagström 
sold books for self study, but self study only appealed to a certain kind of capable and motivated 
citizen. There were three central persons in the initial phase: Albin Hagström as chief executive, 
Roland Beronius as director of  import and the shops, and a young shop keeper in Växjö, Sven 
Magnusson. 

Sven Magnusson explains in an interview how he, Roland Beronius and Albin Hagström discussed 
the need for an accordion school. Roland Beronius had had experience of running typewriting 
education for Remington, and suggested that they started a music school in connection with the 
shops, organized as group education. They agreed that they had to have a course book and 
organized a tender in order to get a good course book for accordion group education. Three people 
attended, Göste Sehsam, Andrew Walter and Sven Magnusson. Sven Magnusson won with his 
“Lucid accordion school” [Lättfattad dragspelsskola för gruppundervisning]. The school launched 
in Växjö in 1945, spreading all over Sweden in 1946 and then on to the Oslo and Copenhagen 
regions within a few years.

The music schools were organized in a decentralized manner. The Swedish market was divided into 
districts with a Hagström shop as the central organizer. The shopkeeper ran the music education in 
the district by starting up local groups in villages and communities surrounding the Hagström shop. 
Being a shopkeeper and a headmaster for a decentralized music school meant lots of travelling, lots 
of logistics and having no fear of long and late working hours. The schools attracted pupils of all 
ages and most social groups, even if young adults and youngsters were overrepresented, the 
exception being groups who controlled the cultural capital. 

5 The Swedish word folkbildning is used as a term throughout the article. It refers to a tradition common in 
Scandinavia of giving the people opportunities to educate themselves during their spare time. There were study 
associations, folk libraries and folk high schools, which were the primary agents in this field. The word is a 
combination of the words folk – meaning people, and bildning – meaning education or more precisely the German 
word bildung (Brändström, Söderman, Thorgersen in press). 

6 According to ABF's journal: A.B.F. tidning för Arbetarnes bildningsförbund number 6 1948 p. 117



Symbolic capital as an analytical lens 

This study of Hagström's music school can be considered a historical research project since 
Hagström chose to end all business in 1983. History is, however, not only what has been: The past 
becomes history when the past gains meaning from a present interpretation as a recreation of 
history. History gets its meaning in the same way that we create meaning from all experiences; 
through the constant social recreation of reality, values and ourselves (Jenkins 2003; Oakeshott & 
O'Sullivan 2004). Past societies and practices are therefore always understood from the position of 
the present and local, which in turn is changed by the recreation of the past.

One of Bourdieu's central tools for understanding society was the term capital, (e.g. Bourdieu 1984; 
1988; Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992) a term borrowed from economics and Karl Marx. What 
Bourdieu did was to take an understanding of capital as desirable possessions that change hands 
according to certain rules, and which gives the possessor a particular kind of status (Turner 1988), 
and transfer that to other more symbolic values such as social memberships, education and taste. He 
developed a system of what he called symbolic capital. Bourdieu talked about three different kinds 
of symbolic capital: Educational capital, social capital and the best known, cultural capital 
(Bourdieu 1987). What capital is considered valuable is defined by society as a whole. According to 
Bourdieu however, this system functions in a way that is self reproductive because those in control 
of the capital also have the power to control the development of its value. However, if you have 
little or no capital, you are not completely without possibilities to acquire capital since the rules of 
the system are continually being renegotiated in social settings. 

Social settings can be seen as fields of interest or discursive fields. A field refers to relations within 
a group of people, or agents as Bourdieu calls them, who share interests in something (Bourdieu & 
Wacquant 1992). In this case, Hagström's music education can be understood as belonging to 
several fields such as the music educational field in Sweden and the accordion based dance music 
field which in turn was part of the Swedish popular music field. 

In Bourdieu's (1984) most well known study, he laid out big social divisions between those in 
possession of cultural capital who defined what was the culturally admired taste and those who did 
not possess this kind of cultural capital. Cultural capital was to a large extent inherited because any 
agent is born into a certain social group, and consequently it was difficult for anyone to break with 
social heritage and “habitus” in order to be able to acquire cultural capital. The reasons for this is 
that even if those who do not control the capital struggle to acquire the same tastes as the 
connoisseurs, the preferred preferences for music, art, food and so forth will continually change in a 
way that makes it hard for anyone outside the defining groups to keep up. In this case, Hagström 
represented particular social groups, and can as such be analysed in relation to cultural capital and 
other kinds of symbolic capital, such as educational capital7.

This article will make use of this way of understanding taste and education in order to contribute to 
the understanding of the status of Hagström's music education and the popular music being taught 
by the company. In order to analyse Hagström's music educational and cultural capital, I have 
extended a term launched by Thornton to understand hip youth cultures: Subcultural capital 
(Thornton 1996). Subcultural capital builds on Bourdieu's notion of cultural capital, but partly 
breaks with the modernity of Bourdieu's theory which refers to larger fields with one hegemonic 
capital at any given time. What Thornton does is to acknowledge that, at any given time, there will 
be multiple cultural capitals within a larger field, and that a beholder of capital within a sub-group 

7 Another kind of symbolic capital relevant to this article is prominent in Bourdieu's analysis of French academia 
(Bourdieu 1988).  Bourdieu analysed what kind of symbolic capital was at stake in different institutions. A degree is not 
regarded independently of where it has been awarded: An academic work is valued because of what institution the 
degree is acquired at more than any other assessment of the academic quality of the degree.



within that group possesses more symbolic capital than if the agent had possessed the hegemonic 
capital in the larger field. The term subcultural capital has been embraced because of this addition 
to the Bourdieuan toolbox, and has been used to understand youth cultures, feminist cultures, drug 
cultures, and other edgy social groups. The theory as proposed by Thornton has two major flaws as 
I see it: For one, it dismisses the idea of class (Jensen 2006), and secondly it does not take into 
account the possibility that a sub group might be a majority group or a group with less distinctly 
rebellious features (Cova et al. 2007).  I suggest, in other words, chaffing the mono hegemonic 
approach to capital seen in both Bourdieu and Thornton by regarding the fields as temporal, fluent, 
simultaneously hierarchical and parallel through notions of multiple group identities defined 
through collective action (Meyer 2008). This means that the modularity of the term capital is not 
something which is acquired for all eternity and has a value out of context, but rather a continually 
changing hunt to keep up with, reach or compete within and between fields. In this case I choose to 
regard Swedish music educational and cultural fields as split into sub-fields, with Hagström acting 
on several, but foremost on different, pop-cultural fields.

In the following analyses, hierarchies and symbolic capital of different kinds will be scrutinized. 
The materials analysed are Swedish periodicals from the nineteen thirties to the nineteen seventies 
from the ‘bildning’ associations (Tidsspegel (1957-1965) – Periodical for medborgarskolan. ABF: 
tidning för arbetarnas bildningsförbund (1940-1953), Fönstret (1954-1970)), Hagström's own 
internal journals (Hagströms-nytt: Dur och moll (1941-1946) and Stämman (1946-1957)) and the 
accordion periodical Ackordionjournalen (1949-1961). Additionally other media has been consulted 
on a need-to-know basis. The period around 1960 is of particular interest as this was when there 
was a heated debate in the media about accordion education and group education in the folkbildning 
associations and Hagström. These sources combined with the earlier mentioned interviews 
constitute the empirical base of this article. 

Hierarchies of musical instruments
Albin Hagström's primary desire, when venturing into the music business, was to be able to play a 
good accordion. In the 1920s, the accordion was the pop-music instrument of its time because of its 
portability and amplitude – two features that made it close to perfect for dances in the pre-
amplification era. But, alas, as a young instrument, it also had flaws such as not being in tune, 
having irregular and crude tone qualities and limited options when it came to harmonic variation 
because of the stradella system which locked the bass notes to only a few chords. The accordion 
was less than a hundred years old when Albin Hagström was born in1905, and still had a long way 
to go before it reached the maturity of today's instruments. This, in combination with the view that 
accordions were instruments used for dancing to simple music that was orally traded rather than 
composed, led to a contempt for the accordion amongst the cultural establishment. As Bohman 
(1985) noted, instruments will be assigned certain statuses according to their position in society, and 
the accordion was firmly established at the bottom end of the early twentieth century instrument 
hierarchy. 

Bourdieu's theoretical framework can be useful in order to understand the dynamics of how musical 
instruments are assigned particular values in particular groups within society. Art is considered to 
have no immanent value as it is defined socially by those in possession of cultural capital. The 
instruments that had symbolic capital amongst the cultural establishment during the first half of the 
twentieth century were first and foremost the piano, which every household with cultural ambitions 
needed to acquire, but also orchestral instruments, in particular the violin, which had overcome its 
previous status from the 18th century when the fiddle was regarded as the devil's instrument 
(Isaksson 1979; Bohman 1985). The organ was, of course, also regarded highly since the church 
was a beholder of cultural definitions and thereby capital. 

Hagström sold and produced accordions and guitars which were fairly modestly priced. These were 



also the first instruments they started to provide an education for in 1946. While the guitar was 
slightly better off than the accordion when it came to instrumental status, it was only because of its 
baroque and renaissance history. In the media debate of the sixties, one of the prime critics of 
accordion education in the folkbildning associations, Mats Olsson, exemplified this in an interview 
in Medborgarskolans8 journal Tidsspegel:

We know that there exists a rich repertoire for the guitar, primarily from the late 
renaissance and baroque, but it is extremely difficult to play that music. It would be 
rewarding if some of the younger composers would devote themselves to write 
music especially for the guitar study circles. (Tidsspegel nr. 21 1969. p 23)9

This is just one example which shows the commonly held primary argument in the debate against 
specific instruments that lack quality notated music written for the instrument. The accordion was 
therefore considered as being particularly unsuitable since the only known original music written 
for it was by a few composers, such as Frosini, who only wrote for accordion and whose 
compositions were considered more as pastiches than compositions. Guitar, consequently, came out 
with more cultural capital, even if the music played in the guitar circles both in Hagström and in the 
folkbildning associations were of a kind fairly similar to the music played in accordion education. 

Another argument for why certain instruments were regarded as having less inherent value than 
others was their sonic qualities. One of the factors that initiated the public debate was a declaration 
from the Central committee for musical folkbildning stating the following:

Regarding government grants to music circles that make use of accordions, the 
study unions should be very restrictive, since the accordion among other factors has 
limited harmonic capacities (referenced in Tidsspegel number 6 1960 p. 4)

According to the critics, the accordion lacked overtones, which supposedly was a requirement for 
an instrument to be able to mediate good music. Sten Broman, a Swedish composer, debater and 
TV-personality expressed this about the accordion:

Tones without, or with only a few, overtones, abuse the music and destroys a music 
ear. The accordion's poor tones lead their executors to a dead end, and it is 
extraordinarily rare that accordionists and their fanatic admirers are being 
stimulated by any music with artistic content. (Tidsspegel number 6 1960 p. 9)

The view that the accordion was damaged as a musical instrument because it was supposed to lack 
overtones was fairly common, but also fairly easy to disprove on the basis of physical 
measurements. Consequently, when the Accordion journal arranged for a meeting to take place the 
same year where the fighting parties could meet, one of the issues on the agenda was the 
presentation of physical evidence that the accordion had far more overtones than the French horn – 
an instrument which was assumed to be accepted by the establishment because of its place in 
symphony orchestras. Even though the debate continued after this meeting, this previously 
frequently stated argument against accordions promptly disappeared from the debate. 

Instead, other arguments grew stronger. Another feature of the instrument that made it worthless 
according to the critics was its way of attaching the bass keys to specific chords in the so called 
stradella system. According to the critics, this system made it impossible for any serious composer 
to write music for the instrument because it of its limited harmonic capacity. Counter arguments that 
newer accordions could play several different chords connected to the same bass note, and even 
disconnect this connectivity altogether, seemed to have no effect on the critics. 

The reason why the critics could not agree with the pro-accordion debaters seems to be that both the 
sonic and the composition arguments were vicarious. The accordion was seen as “...the most horrid 
and idiotic that has been invented in the world history's span of millions of year, the lowest the 

8 Medborgarskolan was a folkbildning association representing the right wing in the political landscape. 
9 All citations are translated by me unless otherwise indicated· 



human brain has been able to figure out” (Broman in Tidsspegel nr 6 1960), because the accordion 
did not represent the cultural interests of the ones possessing cultural capital; it was a struggle for 
symbolic power (Bourdieu & Thompson 1991). Despite the fact that the well renowned composers 
Paul Hindemith and Alban Berg10 wrote for the accordion already back in the early twenties, the 
idea that it was useless as a musical instrument because of a lack of interest from serious 
composers, was strong in the sixties debate. The accordion clearly embodied a musical genre that 
was affiliated with low cultural capital at the same time as it was massively popular. 

Musical genre-hierarchies
Hagström were focusing their entire enterprise towards popular music. Albin Hagström started his 
career in a desire to play the pop-music of his time, accordion based dance music, and the company 
kept serving popular musicians until the end. This choice had several consequences. For one, it 
meant that it appealed to a broad customer base, but it also meant that it repelled possible customers 
who did not like popular music. Broman, as referred to above, was a typical representative of those 
who did not like Hagström and popular music, and so was the folkbildning association 
Medborgarskolan, affiliated with the right wing party, which published Tidsspegel. Broman was a 
composer and TV-personality, and as such had interests in and was a part of defining what was 
considered good art. Good musical art could mean several things according to Broman, but 
stupefying music such as dance music or rock music based on only a few chords with a simple 
melody on top was definitely not on his list. 

Medborgarskolan was the folkbildning association representing the right wing's interests. The right 
wing was conservative and served a high degree of cultural precedence against the tastes of the 
working classes and the peasants. The aim was to cultivate the taste of the commoners in order for 
them to able to enjoy the qualities of high standard music from the great masters. What is more 
surprising is that such arguments were common even in ABF – the worker's bildning association. It 
could perhaps be expected that an organisation for and by workers would also promote the workers 
own culture, but that was not the case. From when the bildning associations began their courses in 
the early twenties, the music courses were only courses in music listening or theory. Practical 
courses were being camouflaged as theory circles until the mid forties when the rules changed, and 
even practical music education was allowed. Music education was about educating one to have 
good taste, not about performances by amateurs. When people were given the opportunity to learn 
to play,  music related activities within ABF virtually exploded. The subject area “Song and Music” 
developed from having been the 14th largest in 1923/24 to obtaining second place in 1948/49. From 
the year 1951 throughout the 1950s and 1960s music courses constituted the majority of courses 
within ABF. In the top years in the 1960s, music circles had a huge number of participants that 
reached a peak in 1968/69 when the ABF music courses had 66 957 participants (Bohman 1985, 61-
62). However, it was still considered important that people should learn to play what was regarded 
as being quality music. 

Popular music is often referred to in the periodicals by its potential to arise interest in higher quality 
music such as easy classical music or even operettas and, later on, jazz, which in turn could make 
the working class and peasants understand what real art was: The great classical composers and 
contemporary classical music. Folk music was in a strange position. Few persons seem to have been 
listening to it, but it was respected as being genuine, perhaps a reminiscence of the national 
romantic interest in folk music as indicative of national unity and history – as opposed to the “folk”-
music played on accordions. A major criticism of the accordion in the debate from the sixties was 
directed towards the genres it represented, but it did not stop there. Hagström kept serving the 
genres with the lowest status even after accordion based dance music went out of fashion. In the 
forties and fifties they primarily served dance music, in the sixties they gradually turned more 
towards rock and pop, and during the seventies, when rock gradually acquired status to the extent of 

10 Alban Berg in Wozzeck, Op. 7 (1922) and Paul Hindemith in Kammermusik No. 1, (1921)



being invited into compulsory school classrooms and even the conservatories, Hagström turned 
their focus towards popular dance orchestras [dansband]. 

The Swedish dance orchestra represents a particular style of pop music with certain country 
elements, often traditional rock instrumentation combined with one or two wind instruments or a 
keyboard. The sound is smooth with large amounts of reverb. It is music made for the dance floor, 
and Hagström made an orchestra terminal in Solna outside of Stockholm to serve these orchestras. 
Of course, Hagström served all other kinds of musicianship also, but these genre lines represent 
their primary focus – a consequent facilitation of the music with the lowest status. However – even 
their educational methods had low status. 

Music educational hierarchies
Hagström's music education represents a mixture of tradition and a few practical innovations. They 
introduced group education and a very beneficial hire-buy system whereby pupils could hire new 
instruments very cheaply and the money paid in rent was included in the total payment if they later 
decided to buy the instrument. According to Karl-Erik Hagström, the managing director, they lost 
money on this business during the sixties. The music education served the rest of Hagström with 
customers and as such was considered an investment. Another new idea was that the course book 
was uniform all over Sweden, that the book was included in the course fee and finally that the pupil 
should be able to produce musically functional sounds quickly. 

While Hagström introduced these fairly new pedagogical ideas, they kept most of the pedagogical 
ideals from the hegemonic music education of the music conservatories. Despite the group 
education, the lessons were still teacher oriented in a traditional way. The pupils had close to no 
interaction between them. They learned to play alone in a group so to speak, where the teacher 
showed, and they imitated. The course books followed up on this by focusing on correct technique, 
exact fingerings and body position. There is almost no mention of enjoyment of music, music 
interpretation or musical communication in the books. 

The books are particularly interesting in Hagström's music schools because of the lack of any 
curriculum or verbalised pedagogical idea. Unlike ABF (Ström 1949) and the compulsory school, 
Hagström had no curriculum or centralised governing documents. The course books, however, 
could be said to represent a centralised idea of what Hagström wanted to present as the image of 
Hagström's music school. With one exception, the bass book, the course books were all written by 
one man, Sven Magnusson in Växjö, and as such they represent a fairly coherent image of what 
music education was supposed to be within Hagström. The books show a view of a music education 
built on written notation. Music theory was for the most part included in connection with musical 
pieces. Sven Magnusson himself said in an interview that it was important to keep it simple at the 
beginning. Magnusson expressed two seemingly incompatible views regarding notes in music 
education. On the one hand, he repeated that notes are essential on several occasions. He even 
stated that reading notes is the most essential skill in order to learn to play. On the other hand, he 
also warned that notes are limiting – that it is important to free yourself from the notation in order to 
be able to make music musically. A related ideal was that pupils should be able to play a melody as 
quickly as possible in order to keep their interest. This led to a beginning education where the 
pupils were immediately introduced to printed notation, but where they also learned by imitating the 
teacher.

Hagström received criticism not only for the instruments and the repertoire but also for what was 
perceived as a sloppy way of treating music theory. In the 1960 debate, Olsson comes out with the 
following tirade:

Hagström's accordion school [Dragspelsskola] does not only limit this [general 
music] orientation to a minimum (there is no orientation whatsoever), but mediate 
contact with a number of really ignorant musical horror-products. 



Seen in retrospect, it is hard to understand the decisiveness in the dismissal of any pedagogical 
value in the course books. The books were following a quite common approach – building from 
smaller easier pieces to more complex ones. The pedagogical methods as observed both through the 
interviews and the course books were in many ways traditional: They played by notes, imitated the 
teacher in a master-apprentice like way as was common in the conservatories, and the group 
education was in many ways a one to one education in group with educational interaction going on 
only between the teacher and pupil. 

Olsson, amongst all his rather unsubstantial rants about Hagström, actually expressed an interesting 
point when he demanded that group education could be replaced with more ensemble education. 
Fingal Ström (1949), in his curriculum for ABF points to a similar educational ideal that it is hard to 
find traces of in Hagström's music education: Ström requires that aesthetic experiences should be 
the main concern of music education. He even lists traditional instrumental training in the music 
academy as a non-desirable praxis because of its focus on technical skills before musicianship. In 
Hagström's defence, the aspects of aesthetic experiences are just as absent in ABF's periodicals 
from the same period, so Ström's ideal of what music education should be was probably not 
followed up on. The cultural symbolic capital of a discourse that regarded music as valuable 
because of the perceived communicative and emotive qualities were in other words suppressed by 
the cultural and educational discourses that continued and enforced the heritage of the 19th century 
of the technically brilliant musician representing and interpreting compositions by others – a 
heritage where technique had to come before the artists own musical pretensions in order to do the 
composer's intentions justice. 

Hagström, subcultural capital and democracy
Hagström can be understood as representing the majority of Nordic people through sheer numbers 
during the 40s, 50s and 60s. However, since the working class, such as farmers, and the lower 
middle classes which were into popular (dance accordion) music had close to no symbolic power 
through cultural capital outside the groups, education for these genres, instruments or through these 
methods was not encouraged by society. What Hagström had was economical capital which they 
used in a subtle fight for cultural capital through encouraging the subcultural field of popular dance 
music. I will here sum up the study by looking at how the symbolic capital of different parts of 
Hagström can be seen in the light of democracy and I will briefly connect theories from John 
Dewey (1916, 158) to the arguments posed in this article.

As shown in the previous paragraphs, Hagström's music education on a micro level was not 
particularly democratic. In fact, the education was fairly authoritative like most education seems to 
have been at the time. Magnusson states that he promoted the idea that teachers should come up 
with their own arrangements of popular songs, and the empirical material shows that some did, but 
there is little to suggest that the pupils had anything to say when it came to choosing either the 
repertoire, the educational methods or how the course should progress. But on the other hand, they 
had the choice to start the course, and this is where Hagström have contributed to a democratisation 
of Swedish music education. According to Dewey (1916), democracy is desirable at all levels of 
education and society. Education is more than institutionalised schooling, according to Dewey: 
Education is a part of living. Democracy and education are therefore about having influence over 
how your life develops. This can be on a macro societal or a political level, as well as on a micro – 
face to face – level of education.

Availability seems to be the most important factor in order for people to attend music lessons. What 
both Hagström and the folkbildning associations did was to bring music education close to almost 
everyone in Sweden. The Swedish people, at least in the years Hagström was active, thirsted for 
practical music education. Even if the pedagogical content was of varying quality, the people sought 
it out in huge amounts. The numbers speak for themselves: Music was the most popular course 
activity within ABF from 1951 throughout the 1950s and 1960s. While the municipal music schools 



were developed in parallel, Hagström and the folkbildning associations were one step ahead, and 
the lack of other alternatives might explain partly why at its height ABF's music courses had almost 
70 000 participants studying music in a year at most (Bohman 1985), and Hagström had perhaps 
100 000 pupils in total. What the actual total number of pupils in these years might have been is 
impossible to estimate, but in a country with less than eight million inhabitants, the percentage of 
people actively seeking music education was high. The courses were very affordable so that even 
families with very modest incomes could afford to attend. Music education was in other words 
available geographically as well as financially – and met a need. Towards the seventies, the 
municipal music schools took over large parts of youngsters’ voluntary music education, while the 
bildning associations and Hagström continued to serve the adult population. Hagström can be seen 
as an important agent for the democratization of Swedish music education through the creation of 
available music courses and through their controversial education which eventually forced other 
agents to come up with and define alternatives. 

Hagström could be seen as a kind of working class hero in the sense that they made it possible for 
people to learn to play the music they appreciated affordably and without any underlying agenda on 
Hagström's behalf aimed at influencing the pupils' musical preferences. 

Hagström's music school still exists in the memory and heritage of people and society. Interestingly, 
classroom music education today seems to have adopted similar attitudes by letting  pupils play 
rock band and compose their own kinds of music (Georgii-Hemming & Westvall 2010). This article 
has highlighted some of the controversies that have shaped  present day music education. The 
hierarchies described still exist, even if they are different and perhaps more complex today. In the 
musical educational landscape, the  borders of the cultural and educational fields are getting 
increasingly difficult to identify and it is therefore harder to understand who beholds the symbolic 
capital when the local becomes global, and visa versa, through modern media and travel.
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